Opportunities for Support of the Mobile Botanical Gardens

In the fall of 2019, Mobile Botanical Gardens suffered financial hardships that threatened its continued operation. From that dark chapter in the almost 50-year history of the Gardens emerged a recognition of its undeniable value. The Gardens arose amidst the challenges to chart a sustainable future course, bolstered by these truths:

- The Gardens, a city-owned asset, should receive operational support from the City of Mobile. An operating agreement with $150,000 annual support was finalized in March of this year.
- The community, more aware of the beautiful acreage hidden in the heart of Springhill, rallied in support of keeping the Gardens open. Membership in the Gardens has increased dramatically since the fall of 2019.
- City operational support combined with increased membership signaled stability and value. This summer the Wayne Denson McRae Foundation established an Endowment for Mobile Botanical Gardens.

The Gardens have never been more beautiful and the future is bright for this botanical treasure. MBG is considered one of the most outstanding public gardens in the United States.

Existing Features

Funds will be added to the MBG endowment at the Community Foundation of South Alabama.

Aromi Collection $30,000
A unique azalea collection within the Azalea Garden.

Benches in the Azalea Garden $1000 ea
handsome solid slab benches located throughout.

Crepe Myrtle Alley $25,000
A beautiful and peaceful hillside gravel road lined with Natchez Crepe Myrtles.

Koi Pond $25,000
The first design garden feature at MBG, created in 1974 as part of the Founders’ Garden.

Koi Bridge $10,000

Fringe Tree $2,500
Located on the hillside next to our mailbox, this Chionanthus retusus is a focal specimen.

Great Lawn $10,000
A 3-acre rolling lawn that includes the concrete walk leading to the lower parking.

Walkway Stone Breaks $1,000 ea
Decorative flagstone breaks featuring the MBG logo along the concrete walkways.

Larkins Classroom I $10,000
600sf classroom overlooking WinterGarden

Larkins Classroom II $10,000
600sf classroom with screen and speaker system

Larkins Classroom III $10,000
600sf classroom with rear deck access to WinterGarden

Larkins Office $10,000
Visitor reception area and business offices

Larkins Catering $10,000
Features stainless prep areas, commercial refrigerator, Garland ovens, ice machine.
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**Longleaf Forest** $2,000,000
35-acre conservation forest that is free and open to the public. The largest urban fire managed forest in the US.

- **Longleaf Kiosks (3)** $5,000 ea
- **Longleaf Benches (3)** $1,000 ea

**Magnolia Hill** $100,000
A diverse 6-acre enrichment center

- **Chicken Coop and Run** $20,000
- **Glass Display Conservatory** $20,000
- **Mist Propagation House** $20,000
- **Double Poly House** $5,000
- **4-hoop Shade House** $10,000
- **Grow Field** $5,000
- **Art Studio** $20,000
- **Teaching Pavilion** $10,000
- **Pump Houses (2)** $1,500 ea

**MarketPlace** $75,000
The retail venue for our plant sales & events

- **Retail Pavilion** $35,000
- **Shade Structure** $25,000
- **Lawn and Grow Field** $15,000

**Oak Alley** $25,000
A shady procession of live oaks along Pat Ryan Drive lining the entry road to the primary parking lot.

**Pollinator Garden** $30,000
The hillside collection surrounding Bruce Larson’s interactive butterfly sculpture, ‘Transformation’

**Primary Parking Lot** $45,000
A 65-car capacity parking facility with central raised walkway.

**Bollards in Parking Lot** $500 ea
Hand carved wooden bollards along the central walk

**ReBloom Garden** $50,000
The feature Tricentennial entry garden with central lawn and unique pink stone walkway. This garden displays 12 months of color for the Gulf Coast.

**Citronelle Boulders** $1,500 ea
Mined from areas of northwest Mobile County, these large rocks are featured throughout the Gardens.

**Palm Grouping at Entry** $2,500

**Ceremonial Circle** $25,000
Ceremonial circle of columns and benches in the Rhododendron Garden.

**Rose Garden** $30,000
A hillside collection of antique roses as well as gifted trial roses from Amsterdam.

**Production Greenhouse** $35,000
30’ x 96’ primary production greenhouse, upgraded in 2021.

**Potting Shed at Greenhouse** $10,000
Built in 2017 for the Greenhouse volunteers, there is an enclosed potting area with benches for colder months as well as covered potting area for warmer months.
Aromi Garden Entrances (2) $5,000 ea
The two entrances into the Aromi collection will be enhanced with reclaimed ironwork and stone details.

Botanical Center $500,000
New cedar shake roof, new doors, and improvements to restrooms are needed for this 70+ year old structure.

Kitchen $15,000
Improved lighting, new microwave, painting

Artful Garden Gift Shop $20,000
Retail buildouts and central checkout area

Office Space $15,000
Upgrade computer and printer, improve storage and shelving, painting

Library/Meeting & Dining $20,000
Buildouts for books, added skylight, freshen acid stained concrete

Art Gallery Area $10,000
Portable, suspended display panels, lighting

Fountain - Botanical north $2,500
An existing fountain will be enhanced

Cyprus Grove $5,000
The mature cypress grove is on the hillside along the road leading to the Shop. We plan to clear the area around the grove and add benches or a picnic table.

Fern Glade $10,000
This beautiful woodland area needs several trees and invasives removed. The graduated steps leading from WinterGarden to the bridge will be rebuilt.

Fern Glade Bridge $7,500
The bridge was damaged by a fallen tree. We will repair/replace as needed and paint the new bridge.

Founders Garden $30,000
Originally installed in 1974, burned completely in 2015. Much of the original design and Bud Horter planting schemes will be returned.

Koi Pond Picnic Area $5,000
Addition of a Tiny Library, and a trash receptacle

Japanese Maple Garden $75,000
Irrigation, concrete paths, benches, landscape lighting

Light Posts at Great Lawn (3) $1,000 ea
Repaint, and add stone detail at base

Larkin’s Plaza Planters (3) $1,500 ea
Refinish existing planters; refresh seasonal displays

Loop Garden $15,000
Addition of water feature and paths

Magnolia Collection $30,000
Addition of companion plantings, paths, signage

Performance Platform $10,000
This area was damaged by Hurricane Sally. Replace decking and repair electrical, add landscape lighting.

Street Entrance $30,000
The entrance at Museum Drive will feature a new sign, lighting, irrigation, and freshened plantings.

Shop Building $25,000
Replace fire damaged building materials; upgrade lighting and heating in shop; add safety shower; painting

Tea Maze $20,000
Addition of Tiny Library and benches.

Wildflower Field $15,000
Addition of meandering path through the wildflower area; heavy seeding for spring and fall displays

WinterGarden Bridge and Deck $30,000
The current structure must be replaced due to age and rot issues.

Sugar Kettle at Dodd Quarry $5,000
Thorough cleaning and refresh of the finish; addition of seasonal water lilies.

Woodland Trails $25,000
Addition of trail markers, informational signage, plant ID signs, and benches along trails in the 40-acres.
New Features
Funds will apply to creation of assets as described.

Bog Garden $30,000
A man-made example of a native endangered habitat.

Children’s Garden $30,000
An interactive magical garden for children to explore.

Cleyera Cathedral $25,000
A hidden natural woodland cathedral formed by 30+ year old Cleyera. This area would serve as a venue for ceremonies.

Garden Informational signage $5,000
Longterm signage to replace temporary signs produced in-house.

Pro Hauler $12,000
This unit will be used on the grounds and to pull our “people mover” (holds up to 12 people) shuttling visitors from the parking lot up to Magnolia Hill, and on excursions into the Longleaf acreage after controlled burns and during peak wildflower blooms.

Golf Cart Shuttle $10,000
A 6-seater unit to be used in support of events and Plant Sales

Benches at Great Lawn (4) $1,000 ea

Black Formal Metal Fence $1,500/panel
A continuation of the current black fencing to surround the entire Great Lawn.

Clear 20’x30’ Event Tent $5,000
Placed on the Botanical Center Plaza for larger events.

Entry Gazebo & Promenade $50,000
A 35’ diameter wood gazebo with central admissions area and adjoining covered promenade beside the Bog Garden.

Gateway Entry Building $1,000,000
A welcoming structure with drive through entry to the primary parking lot. The building includes functions of giftshop, cafe, event space, and restrooms.

Doggie Comfort Stations (3) $2,500 ea
These stations include water bowls with circulated fresh water, doggie bag dispensers and receptacles, hand wipes.

Tea Maze Trail $5,000
A connective path from the Tea Maze through the magnolia collection and up to the Art Studio. Designed for children, the path will feature imaginative and interactive details.

Woodland boardwalk $35,000
This raised boardwalk will connect from the Larkin’s Center and meander through the woods to the upper WinterGarden. Along the way there will be a woodland teaching deck with benches.